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ABSTRACT
The increasing need for real-time analytics motivated the emer-
gence of new incremental methods to learn representations from
continuous flows of data, especially in the context of the Internet
of Things. This trend led to the evolution of centralized computing
infrastructures towards interconnected processing units spanning
from edge devices to cloud data centers. This new paradigm is re-
ferred to as the Computing or Edge-to-Cloud Continuum. However,
the network and compute heterogeneity across and within clusters
may negatively impact Deep Learning (DL) training. We introduce
a roadmap for understanding the end-to-end performance of DL
workloads in such heterogeneous settings. The goal is to identify
key parameters leading to stragglers and devise novel intra- and
inter- cluster strategies to address them. We will explore various
policies aiming to improve makespan, cost and fairness objectives
while ensuring system scalability.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→Grid computing; •Com-
putingmethodologies→Distributed computingmethodolo-
gies; Machine learning.

KEYWORDS
Deep Learning, incremental learning, heterogeneous systems, Com-
puting Continuum.

1 CONTEXT
State-of-the-art deep learning (DL) models outperform human
experts’ capacity in many domains, including image classification,
machine translation or gaming. With the recent rise of the Internet
of Things (IoT), input data is generated at an increasingly rapid
pace by sensors all over the globe. This trend motivated the emer-
gence of the Computing Continuum as a means to distribute
computation from centralized clouds towards multi-tier processing
units (i.e. mini-clusters in the fog) or edge devices themselves. Such
infrastructure aims to optimize the performance of geo-distributed
applications, benefiting from data locality to decrease communica-
tion costs and latency. However, network and compute hetero-
geneity should be carefully considered to efficiently leverage this
continuum. Besides, deep neural networks (DNNs) need to shift
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from one-time training (typically used for static data) to approaches
capable of learning from incoming flows of data. Incremental
learning is such an emerging DL method where progressively
available data is used to extend the model’s knowledge.

2 CHALLENGES
Distributing DL training across fog mini-clusters and cloud data
centers poses several challenges:

Network heterogeneity. Distributed DNNs suffer from low-
speed and high-latency wide-area networks (WANs) connecting
distant nodes. These heterogeneous links lead to stragglers, making
it challenging for DL algorithms to perform efficient training.

Compute heterogeneity. As Moore’s law came to an end, GPUs
and other specialized accelerators emerged alongside traditional
CPUs to train DNNs. In practice, clusters provide a different number
of nodes equipped with different hardware or virtualized resources,
leading to heterogeneous performance across and within clusters.

Scale. By nature, edge-to-cloud computing is geo-distributed. At
scale, this characteristic aggravates network heterogeneity, leading
to communication bottlenecks on multiple low-bandwidth nodes.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Conciliating bothnetwork and computeheterogeneity to dis-
tribute the DL training efficiently in large-scale scenarios is
therefore a problem gaining more and more interest from both the
DL and the HPC – Big Data communities. Strategies at system and
algorithmic levels should be explored as users might want to opti-
mize different objectives based on their high-level goals, such as
minimizing the time to complete the job (makespan), costs,
or improving fairness.

4 PHD OBJECTIVES
During my PhD (started in 2021), I will study the following research
questions: 1) How much can one improve (or degrade) the efficiency
of DL training by performing it in the fog (closer to the edge) rather
than performing it in the cloud? and 2) How to account for the het-
erogeneous network and compute capabilities of the processing units
across the Computing Continuum?

In order to answer these questions, I plan to devise a set of
strategies and algorithms optimizingDLworkloads in hetero-
geneous settings. More specifically, in order to assess their impact,
I plan to study how the proposed techniques affect the accuracy in
classifying new data and to what extent they apply to incremental
learning.
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5 STATE OF THE ART
Parallel stochastic gradient descent (PSGD) and its variants have
been widely used to train large DNNs. Current approaches allow
training model subsets on their local data asynchronously, and ex-
change gradients via peer-to-peer communication to synchronize
local subsets. Techniques like bounded staleness, backup work-
ers and synchronization queues [4] have been devised to account
for dynamic network heterogeneity, whereas the selection of the
fastest links [2, 3], prevent the emergence of deterministic strag-
glers. Skipping SGD iterations and optimizing the partitioning of
input data [1] help with deterministic compute heterogeneity. At
the cluster level, heterogeneity-aware schedulers [5] allow sustain-
ing heavier workloads than agnostic ones.

However, these approaches do not comprehensively consider
the challenges posed by the continuum. In particular, they enable
DL deployments on distributed platforms by addressing the issues
of network and compute heterogeneity separately.

6 CONTRIBUTIONS
A first step towards executing efficient DL training in heterogeneous
settings is to get a holistic understanding of performance. For
this purpose, we will leverage E2Clab [6], a framework supporting
the complete experimental cycle across the continuum, including
configuration, deployment and execution in a reproducible way.
We will extend it to identify inefficient gradients computation
and propagation across nodes.

The next step is to devise novel intra- and inter- cluster strategies
to address the above observations. In particular, the following facets
should be considered:

∙ Coarse-grained compute capacity. The compute capacity
of clusters should be estimated to adjust the initial data par-
allelism batch size accordingly. Input data migration could
be performed at runtime.

∙ Fine-grained compute capacity. DNN training proceeds
in iterations. Within a cluster, heterogeneity-aware schedul-
ing strategies should improve utilization and optimize fair-
ness by time-multiplexing jobs over CPUs and GPUs.

∙ Deterministic network capacity. Fast links should be fa-
vored to exchange data. Limiting communication to certain
links requires ensuring the convergence of the SGD algo-
rithm across nodes.

∙ Dynamic network capacity. Temporary network slow-
downs should be detected in real time and countered by
decentralized asynchronous SGD methods.

The main contribution of my PhD will be the design of a proto-
type framework helping to distribute DL training (Figure 1),
accounting for deterministic and dynamic of both network and
compute heterogeneity.

7 METHODOLOGY & ROADMAP
During the first year, I plan to conduct experiments on Grid’5000, a
large-scale testbed for distributed computing. The methodology im-
plemented in E2Clab will help reproduce both relevant behaviors of
the given DL workloads and representative settings of the physical
infrastructure underlying the continuum. The goal is to identify the
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Figure 1: Processing DL workloads on the Computing Con-
tinuum.

main factors leading to stragglers slowing down the whole training
process. The architectural differences of DNNs should be compared.

The outcomes will drive the design of a framework mitigating the
identified infrastructure bottlenecks in DL scenarios. By explicitly
considering heterogeneity, various policies should improve the
following objectives:

∙ Makespan refers to completing the training process as soon
as possible.

∙ Cost is relevant when using elastic resources from public
clouds. It specifically aims to minimize communication and
resource usage costs.

∙ Fairness aims to optimize the fair sharing of processing
units across the continuum.

Eventually, it will be interesting to study the extent to which
these strategies apply to incremental learning. The makespan should
be largely improved by deferring the global model synchronization
across more distant nodes.
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